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ABSTRACT
As sea levels rise, coastal salt marshes, and the organisms for which they
provision, face existential threats. A first step in understanding how projected
marsh loss and reconfiguration may impact obligate species is to define their
contemporary distribution and temporal shifts in structure using dynamic
occupancy models. While occupancy models have commonly been applied to
multi-annual butterfly studies, few have investigated population dynamics within a
single-season. Here, we used Bayesian dynamic use models to define within-flightperiod trends in adult salt-marsh skipper (Panoquina panoquin) use and state
change probability. In doing so, we developed and validated a fully-Bayesian test
for closure, and documented the ecology, behavior and detectability of this
previously unstudied marsh-specialist butterfly.
We found evidence that transects in our study system were open to changes in
state across the field season, and, consequently, that transect use probability
varied considerably by month from 0.35 to 0.84. Latent salt-marsh skipper
phenology and transect quality were better predictors of within-flight-period
dynamics than marsh area or isolation. This research highlights how variable
population dynamics can be within a period of time commonly assumed to be
static.
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Chapter 1
Within-flight-period dynamics are driven by phenology and transect quality,
not patch size or isolation, in a specialist butterfly, Panoquina panoquin
1. Introduction
Loss of coastal marsh due to sea level rise (SLR) poses a serious threat to
species dependent upon this unique habitat type (Woodland et al. 2017; Correll et
al. 2017). In the Chesapeake Bay, rates of sea level rise are more than twice the
global average due to regional land subsidence (Ezer and Atkinson 2015) and
have been accelerating by ~ 0.075mm yr-1 over the better part of the last century
(Ezer and Corlett 2012). As coastal marshes in some portions of the Chesapeake
Bay struggle to maintain landward migration rates that outpace SLR (Beckett et al.
2016), regional loss and redistribution of this ecosystem is expected (Mitchell et al.
2017).
A first step in understanding how this anticipated spatial reconfiguration of tidal
salt marsh may impact species provisioned for by the habitat is to define
contemporary population distributions and trends. One common method used to
estimate regional population structure is the occupancy model specified and
developed by MacKenzie et al. (2017). This flexible framework allows for the
simultaneous estimation of occupancy and detection probability based on
longitudinal occurrence data collected using hierarchical sampling, where surveys
(secondaries) are nested with temporal sampling blocks (primaries) (Pollock
1982). A fundamental assumption of the occupancy modeling framework is that
observational units (sites) are closed to changes in occupancy state across the
1

sampling period (MacKenzie et al. 2017). The model can, however, be adapted to
relax this “closure” assumption, for example in systems where phenology is
variable (Chambert et al. 2015), or where dispersal is common (i.e.
metapopulations) (Van Strien et al. 2011). Violation of the closure assumption may
lead to biased estimates of occupancy, but can be detected using formal
hypothesis testing (Rota et al. 2009) or AIC-based model comparison (McClure
and Hill 2012; Otto et al. 2013).
Occupancy models have frequently been applied in butterfly studies looking at
spatial and temporal variation in species distributions. Non-dynamic models,
applied to a single flight period, often seek to define drivers of site occupancy in
rare, or threatened species (Puntenney and Schorr 2016; Bried et al. 2012), while
dynamic models, applied across multiple flight periods, estimate probabilities of
inter-annual change in site occupancy (Frey et al. 2016; Fernández-Chacón et al.
2014). In these dynamic models, rates of colonization and extinction are driven by
patch size, isolation, and quality (Johansson et al. 2017; Harrison et al. 2011),
consistent with the broader metapopulation research (Dover and Settele 2009;
Ovaskainen and Saastamoinen 2018).
In all aforementioned butterfly occupancy studies, sites were considered closed
within flight periods, ranging in duration from one month (Bried et al. 2012) to seven
months (Fernández-Chacón et al. 2014). Assuming closure over this temporal
scale may be inappropriate (Rota et al. 2009) and can lead to biased parameter
estimates (MacKenzie et al. 2017). The assumption of closure across the annual
survey period becomes more untenable in multivoltine species (i.e., species with
2

more than one brood annually) for which seasonal developmental transition among
broods may bias adult detection. This can be overcome by selecting a single brood
and assuming closure only across its time on wing (Pellet 2008), though this
method requires intensive sampling, or a priori knowledge of species phenology.
To mitigate the risk of violating the closure assumption in dynamic occupancy
models, those closed within, but open between primary sampling periods,
MacKenzie et al. (2017) recommend limiting the time between secondaries to
prevent state change events. In doing so, however, estimates of colonization and
extinction are confounded with temporary emigration, defined as the reversible
movement of an individual or population out of the region of inference (Valente et
al. 2017). To account for temporary emigration, the sampling design must provide
sufficient time between secondaries for stochastic movement without opening the
primary sampling period to state change processes. In adopting this sampling
design, the researcher uses a special case of the general dynamic occupancy
model in which the state of interest is site use. A site is considered used when it
has a non-zero probability of being occupied at some time during the primary
sampling period (Kéry et al. 2009). Given this shift in focal state, we also introduce
more inclusive parameter nomenclature. Henceforth, changes in site use among
primaries are driven by positive state change and negative state change, which
are analogous to the colonization and extinction processes traditionally defined in
dynamic occupancy models.
Here we estimated within-flight-period adult site use of a specialist butterfly, the
salt-marsh skipper (Panoquina panoquin). We first developed a novel, fully
3

Bayesian test for closure to verify the suitability of a dynamic use model applied to
our study system. Based on concepts relating to metapopulation theory, we
hypothesized that within-flight-period dynamics would be driven by patch size,
isolation, and quality. Alternatively, rates of salt-marsh skipper dispersal might
have been low, and changes in adult site use across the flight period were best
explained by species phenology (i.e., seasonal developmental transitions into and
out of the adult stage). Consequently, we defined three competing Bayesian
models in which variability in site use was a function of: (1) marsh size and
isolation, (2) adult and larval food source availability (i.e., transect quality), and (3)
seasonality, a factor with levels corresponding to the periods open to state change
between primaries. This final model functioned as our null hypothesis, assuming
no extrinsic effects on adult salt-marsh skipper use. Our research is first to
implement within-flight-period dynamic use models in butterflies. In doing so, we
also offer insight into the ecology, behavior and detectability of this unstudied saltmarsh obligate species.

2. Methods
2.1 Focal Species
The salt-marsh skipper (Scudder 1864) is a species of grass skipper (sub
family: Hesperiinae) in the Hesperiidae family. Like other members of its sub
family, the salt-marsh skipper is a small (35 - 39 mm wingspan) brown butterfly,
uniquely identifiable by a prominent white bar on the underside of its hindwing. The
species occurs along the Atlantic coast from Massachusetts to Texas and is found
4

commonly in tidal salt marsh where its documented larval hostplant, salt grass
(Distichlis spicata), is prevalent (Brock and Kaufman 2003; Glassberg 2017, 1999).
The species seems to acquire nectar generally and has been observed on several
forbs within, and immediately adjacent to salt marshes, though demonstrates a
distinct affinity for marsh oxeye (Borrichia frutescens), sea lavender (Limonium
carolinianum), and salt-marsh aster (Symphyotrichum tenuifolium) (personal
observation). In Virginia, the flight period of the salt-marsh skipper extends from
May to September, during which time the species likely produces two broods
(Brock and Kaufman 2003; Glassberg 2017, 1999).

2.2 Study Region and Site Selection
The study region was located on the south-eastern coastal plain of Virginia,
bound in latitude by York County and the City of Chesapeake in the north and
south, respectively (Fig. 1). Coastal salt marshes in this region support grass
communities composed predominately of smooth cordgrass (Spartina alterniflora),
black needle rush (Juncus roemerianus), marsh hay (Spartina patens), and salt
grass. In the absence of encroaching common reed (Phragmites australis),
terrestrial edges tend to feature the woody flowering shrubs sea myrtle (Baccharis
halimifolia) and marsh elder (Iva frutescens). High marsh zones also commonly
host the following herbaceous flowering plants, roughly ordered by bloom
chronology: marsh oxeye, sea lavender, seashore mallow (Kosteletzkya
pentacarpos), salt-marsh aster, and seaside goldenrod (Solidago sempervirens).

5

Figure 1. South-eastern Virginia study region. Panel a) displays the minimum bounding
geometry of all transects as a dashed rectangle. Panel b) zooms in on a single 250-m
transect (green) at Gosnold’s Hope Park, Hampton VA, largely representative of focal
marshes in terms of patch area and upland cover type.

6

To identify candidate study marshes, we overlaid distributions of public land
(Boyd 2017) and tidal marsh (CCRM 2016) in QGIS (v3.4.11; QGIS Development
Team 2018). We randomly sampled publicly managed salt marshes, stratified by
patch size and land cover composition within a 300-m radius moving window;
however, selection was ultimately limited by land access. We acquired permission
to survey 24 spatially discrete marshes, separated from each other by at least 800
m to ensure survey independence within periods of closure. We based this
distance on general butterfly surveys conducted within the study region from 2011
to 2014, in which salt-marsh skippers were observed up to 750 m from the nearest
salt marsh (Leu et al. unpublished data). All marshes were ground-truthed prior to
the start of the field season to verify the presence of the salt-marsh skipper’s
documented hostplant, salt grass, which was our habitat qualification threshold.

2.3 Butterfly and Vegetation Sampling Protocols
We randomly delineated 250-m transects (as in Pellet 2008) through highmarsh habitat at each site using sub-meter resolution satellite imagery (VBMP
2018) to maximize the probability of detecting the salt-marsh skipper based on pilot
surveys conducted in the summer of 2018. Transects were modified in situ only
when necessary to avoid pannes and other topographic depressions not apparent
in the ortho imagery. We defined a single transect for each study marsh except at
Ragged Island Wildlife Management Area (Carrollton, VA) where the patch was
suitably large (~104 ha) to accommodate two transects, separated by ~1200 m,
resulting in 25 observational units.
7

We based our butterfly sampling protocol on a regionally parameterized Pollard
Walk (Pollard 1977). Surveys were conducted between the hours of 0900 and
1700 EST, under ambient temperatures of at least 20°C with average wind speeds
not exceeding 6 m/s. We did not survey in rainy conditions, and buffered surveys
by 30 min following rain showers. Using a voice recorder, the surveyor walked the
transect (as defined by a handheld GPS unit) at a steady pace (~1 m/s),
documenting the location (in 10 m intervals of the transect), species and behavior
of all butterflies observed within 3 m of the surveyor. We recorded temperature
and wind speed at 0, 125, and 250 m, and averaged these measurements across
the survey.
We used the same transects to conduct monthly nectar surveys, during which
the surveyor recorded the location and species of all flowering plants within the 3m region of inference. The marsh grass community was surveyed once in July
using the same protocol. An index of nectar availability was calculated as the
proportion of 10-m intervals (n = 25) containing marsh oxeye, sea lavender, or saltmarsh aster in bloom, the three species from which we observed salt-marsh
skippers acquiring nectar during the sampling period. We calculated speciesspecific grass availability using the same formula.

2.4 Quantifying Spatial Covariates
We converted the tidal marsh database (CCRM 2016) used in site selection to
a 1-m resolution raster layer in QGIS, and quantified patch size (ha) and proximity
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Figure 2. Hierarchical occupancy survey schedule diagram. In reference to the survey
design of a single transect, primary sampling occasions were separated by roughly one
month to allow sufficient time for state change. Secondary sampling occasions (e.g., “S1”),
open to temporary changes in availability, but closed to state changes, were conducted
within a 96-hr period.

in Fragstats (v4.2; Mcgarigal and Ene 2015). Proximity is an isolation metric
calculated as the sum of the area-weighted distances from the focal patch to all
other patches of the same class within a specified search radius. We defined five
potential search radii ranging from 50 m to 700 m based on published mean
dispersal distances of Hesperiinae species (Hill et al. 1996; Scott 1973), and field
observations from general butterfly surveys conducted in the study region from
2011 to 2014 (Leu et al. unpublished data). We found that proximity was highly
correlated (r > 0.96) among all search radii, and proceeded using a 100-m radius
corresponding to the average mean dispersal distance of five Hesperiinae species
aggregated by Sekar (2012).

2.5 Survey Design and the Assumption of Closure
We structured surveys throughout the flight period using robust design
principles (Pollock 1982) where surveys (secondaries) are nested within months
(primaries) (Fig. 2). This design allowed us to estimate probabilities of state change
between primaries, while accounting for imperfect detection under the assumption
that transects are closed to changes in state within primaries (MacKenzie et al.
9

2017). This assumption becomes more reasonable as the time between
secondaries decreases (Rota et al. 2009); however, application of this principle
may bias estimates of state change in systems where temporary emigration (TE)
is common (Valente et al. 2017). In such systems, as in ours, the inferential space
(transect) is small relative to the available habitat, and the focal species is vagile,
potentially resulting in periods of unavailability within primaries.
To account for temporary emigration in our study system, we separated
secondaries by at least a day, and limited the duration of each primary to 4 days.
These constraints allow sufficient time for butterflies to leave the transect based
on within-habitat displacement rates of a similarly sized butterfly (Skórka et al.
2013), while limiting the potential for state change within a primary based on
estimated patch residency of another skipper species (Gutiérrez et al. 1999).

2.6 Model Specification
Formulation of the Bayesian dynamic model used in parameter estimation
was based on the state-space model first defined by Royle and Kéry (2007). We
make several modifications to the conventional dynamic occupancy model
parameter definitions to maintain congruency with the survey structure outlined
above. The model can be conceptually partitioned into observation (1) and process
(or state) (2) components according to the general expressions:
′
𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑧𝑖,𝑘 ∗ 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
)

(1)

𝑧𝑖,𝑘 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑧𝑖,𝑘−1 ∗ ∆𝑖,𝑘 )

(2)
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where 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 is the observed occurrence of the focal species at transect i, during
secondary j, in primary k. Each binary observation is thus a random variable
distributed as a Bernoulli trial with probability of success equivalent to the product
of the true state 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 , a latent parameter, and the conditional detection probability
′
(henceforth detection probability) 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
defined as:
𝑎
𝑑
𝑑
𝑎
𝑎
′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
= Pr(𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
, 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
) = Pr(𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
|𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
) × Pr(𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
)

(3)

𝑎
Where Pr(𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
) describes the probability that the species is available for detection,
𝑑
𝑎
and Pr(𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
|𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
) describes the probability that the species is detected given

availability. The latent state can be understood as a first-order Markov process,
such that 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 is conditioned on the latent state at the previous time step, 𝑧𝑖,𝑘−1 ,
and the probability of state change, ∆𝑖,𝑘 . As applied to our study, 𝑧𝑖,1 , the initial
latent state, is a special case of expression (2) where k-1 is undefined in the
′

experimental design, and 𝑧𝑖,1 is conditioned only on 𝛹𝑖0 , the initial probability of
site use:
′

𝑧𝑖,1 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝛹𝑖0 )

(4)

For all subsequent time steps 𝑘 ∈ (2, 𝐾), where K is the total number of time steps,
′
we conditioned the latent process on probabilities of positive, 𝛾𝑖,𝑘
, and negative,
′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘
, state change:
′
′
𝑧𝑖,𝑘 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑧𝑖,𝑘−1 ∗ (1 − 𝜀𝑖,𝑘
) + 𝑧𝑖,𝑘−1 ∗ 𝛾𝑖,𝑘
)
′

(5)

′
′
′
We modeled parameters 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
, 𝛹𝑖0 , 𝛾𝑖,𝑘
, and 𝜀𝑖,𝑘
linearly as functions of covariates

using the logit-link in the general form:

11

𝜶
) = 𝛽0 + 𝜷 × 𝑿
1−𝜶

𝑙𝑛 (

(6)

where 𝜶 is a vector, matrix or array of probabilities, 𝛽0 is the intercept, 𝜷 is a vector
of linear coefficients, and 𝑿 is a vector, matrix, or array of covariates. All linear
model coefficients were given normal priors with weakly informative hyperpriors
𝜇 ~ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0, 2.25) and 𝜎 ~ 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(0, 4.5) suitable for parameters estimated on
the log-odds scale (Broms et al. 2016). Model structure and conditionality is
visualized as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Fig. 3), with specific random variable
distributions explicitly defined by a more descriptive equation (Fig. A1.1) in the
Appendix.

2.7 Model Performance
We engaged a constant parameter formulation of the model specified above
(see Fig. A3.1 for DAG) across the variable space using random datasets
generated with known values as an a priori assessment of model performance.
′

Parameters 𝛹 0 , 𝛾 ′ and 𝜀 ′ were each set at 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75 for all values of 𝑝′
from 0 to 1, incremented by 0.1, and 500 datasets were simulated from each of 33
resultant parameter combinations. Dataset dimensionality was consistent with the
sampling structure defined above (25 sites, 3 secondaries, 5 primaries). Complete
methodology (A3), performance results (Fig. A3.2 – A3.4), and R code (A4) are
presented in the Appendix.
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Figure 3. Directed acyclic graph of the specified model. Relationships between nodes are
defined using arrows, where variables at the heads are conditioned on those at the tails.
Solid lines indicate stochastic relationships (defined by probability distributions) and
dashed lines indicate deterministic relationships (defined by linear models). Note that 𝑧𝑖,𝑘
′
is conditioned on 𝛹𝑖0 only when k = 1.

2.8 Bayesian Test for Closure
We modified the stochastic search variable selection method, conventionally
applied in Bayesian linear regression analysis (George and McCulloch 1993), to
incorporate a beta mixture model structure in the state change probability priors.
A population was considered closed to state change under the condition
𝛾′= 𝜀′=0

(7)

and open to state change when dynamics parameters took any non-zero values.
To this end, we adapted the constant parameter dynamic use model discussed
above and in Appendix A3, where detection and initial transect use probabilities
were given uninformative beta priors
𝑝′ , 𝛹 0′ ~ 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎(1, 1)
13

(8)

and positive and negative state change probabilities were given hierarchical beta mixture
priors

𝛾 ′ , 𝜀 ′ ~ 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎(1, 𝛽)

(9)

𝛽 = 𝐼 × 1 + (1 − 𝐼) × 100

(10)

𝐼 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝜋)

(11)

𝜋 ~ 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎(0.5, 0.5)

(12)

where the second shape parameter of the beta prior in expression (9), 𝛽, can assume
values of one or 100 based on the state of the binomial indicator variable 𝐼, which is
distributed as a Bernoulli process with probability of success 𝜋. We specify 𝜋 in expression
(12) using a bimodal beta distribution with infinitely high density at the two extremes of the
support domain, zero and one.
When 𝜋 is close to one, 𝐼 is likely to equal one, and the dynamics parameters are
given uninformative priors, allowing for non-zero probability estimation. Conversely, when
𝜋 is close to zero, 𝐼 is likely to equal zero, and the dynamics parameters are given priors
with high zero density, resulting in probability estimates of approximately zero. Thus, when
estimated using an MCMC algorithm, the median of the marginal posterior distribution of
𝜋 can be interpreted as the probability that the population is open to state change between
primaries. Median estimates greater than 0.5 indicate non-closure, while those less than
0.5 indicate closure. We assessed this method’s ability to accurately detect closure across
parameter values using simulated datasets. Methods, results, and R code are provided in
the Appendix (A5 and A6).
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2.9 Model Hypotheses, Comparison, and Posterior Predictive Checks
We modeled the probability of within-flight-period state change according to the
three a priori hypotheses defined in the introduction. Model one, SPATIAL, defined
negative and positive state change probabilities as functions of marsh area (ha),
isolation, as measured using the proximity index, and the interaction between the
′
two terms. The second model, QUALITY, allowed negative state change 𝜀𝑖,𝑘
to

vary with nectar availability in the previous primary (k – 1), while positive state
′
change 𝛾𝑖,𝑘
varied with nectar availability in the current primary (k). Smooth

cordgrass and salt grass availability were included as additive effects. Our null
model, PHENOLOGY, assumed no extrinsic effects on within-flight-period
dynamics,

and included a single four-level factor corresponding to the four

transition periods between primaries that were open to state change, positing that
variation in adult site use is driven by seasonal life-stage transitions.
′
In all models, detection probability 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
was modeled as a function of nectar

availability, and survey-specific covariates, temperature (°C), wind speed (m/s),
′

and time of day (min), and initial site use probability 𝛹𝑖0 varied with hostplant
availability. We also specified a global model (GLOBAL) including the additive
effects of all state change covariates described above. Hypotheses are presented
as parameter-specific linear models in Table 1.
We compared model fit using an approximation of leave-one-out (LOO) cross
validation as implemented in the ‘loo’ package (v.2.1.0; Vehtari et al. 2019) in R.
This method uses Pareto-smoothed importance sampling (PSIS) to improve LOO
estimation (Vehtari, Gelman, and Gabry 2017). We assessed model suitability
15

Table 1. Linear model definitions for each parameter in the global model (GLOBAL) and
a priori hypothesis models (SPATIAL, QUALITY, PHENOLOGY). NEC: nectar availability,
TEMP: average temperature, WIND: average wind speed, TIME: time of day, SA: smooth
cordgrass availability, DS: salt grass availability, SEASON: 4-level factor corresponding
to periods open to state change, AREA: marsh area, PROX: proximity index.

Model

Parameter
′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
0′

GLOBAL

SPATIAL

QUALITY

PHENOLOGY

Model Form
NEC+TEMP+WIND+TIME

𝛹𝑖
′
𝛾𝑖,𝑘
′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘
′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

SA+DS

0′

𝛹𝑖
′
𝛾𝑖,𝑘
′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘
′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

SA+DS

0′

𝛹𝑖
′
𝛾𝑖,𝑘

SA+DS

′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘
′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
′
𝛹𝑖0
′
𝛾𝑖,𝑘
′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘

NEC+SA+DS

NEC+SA+DS+SEASON+AREA+PROX+AREA*PROX
NEC+SA+DS+SEASON+AREA+PROX+AREA*PROX
NEC+TEMP+WIND+TIME
AREA+PROX+AREA*PROX
AREA+PROX+AREA*PROX
NEC+TEMP+WIND+TIME
NEC+SA+DS
NEC+TEMP+WIND+TIME
SA+DS
SEASON
SEASON

using a deviance-based Bayesian p-value as our posterior predictive check (Broms
et al. 2016), where values in the tails (0.10 > p-value > 0.90) indicate poor
predictive performance (Hobbs and Hooten 2015).
All Bayesian analysis was run in R (v.3.6.1; R Core Team 2019) using the
‘R2jags’ package (v.0.5.7; Su and Yajima 2015). For all models, we took 100,000
samples, thinned by 10, from the posterior distributions of three randomly initialized
MCMC chains after a 10,000 step burn-in. We confirmed convergence using
Gelman-Rubin statistics < 1.1, and combined chains for a total of 30,000 posterior
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samples. All Bayesian parameter estimates are reported using the median and
95% highest density interval (HDI) of the marginal posterior distribution in the form
median [lower HDI, upper HDI], unless otherwise indicated. Non-Bayesian
estimates are reported as means with standard errors.

3. Results
3. 1 Transect Surveys and Use Seasonality
We conducted 375 butterfly surveys from 16 May to 30 September 2019,
observing 855 salt-marsh skippers, and averaging 2.28 (± 1.04) detections per
survey. This value varied among primaries, with the lowest number of average
detections occurring in late June (0.39 ± 0.24), and the highest in late August (6.73
± 1.88) (Fig. A7.1). We observed the species using all but one transect, Grand
View Nature Preserve 1 (GNPR1), and transect-specific season totals are
presented in the appendix (Fig. A7.2).
Transect use varied throughout the salt-marsh skipper’s flight period, with the
highest probabilities of use occurring in the first (0.75 [0.57, 0.92]) and fourth (0.84
[0.69, 0.95]) primaries, and the lowest in the second primary (0.35 [0.16, 0.58])
(Fig. 4). This seasonal variation in use is driven by commensurate variation in
dynamic probabilities, which we seek to explain below. Nectar availability,
quantified as the proportion of 10 m intervals containing flowering species visited
by the salt-marsh skipper, also varied among primaries (Fig. 4), consistently
increasing over the course of the butterfly’s flight period. We observed no flowering
species in late-May. Based on grass surveys conducted in July, smooth cordgrass
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Figure 4. Transect use probability (black line) and nectar availability (gray line) across the
flight period.

tended to be more abundant on the transects than salt grass (0.797 ± 0.061; 0.678
± 0.061) though the range in availability was similar for both species ([0, 1]; [0.08,
1]).

3.2 Constant Parameter Model Performance and Test for Closure Results
Detection and initial transect use probabilities were both high (0.72 [0.65, 0.78]
and 0.73 [0.55, 0.89], respectively), and positive state change events were more
probable (0.56 [0.40, 0.71]) than negative state change events (0.37 [0.24, 0.49])
in this regional salt-marsh skipper population. Simulation-based diagnostics
indicated low estimate deviation and marginal posterior variance for all parameter
combinations where 𝑝′ > 0.3 (Appendix A3), as in our dataset. The Bayesian test
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for closure estimated the probability that transects were open to changes in site
use between primaries at 0.83 for both dynamics parameters.

3.3 Model Comparison
Leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation approximation estimates using Paretosmoothed importance sampling (PSIS) indicated that both PHENOLOGY and
QUALITY performed similarly well when compared to GLOBAL and SPATIAL. All
models were considered to have suitable predictive ability based on Bayesian pvalues. We made inferences about salt-marsh skipper dynamics from both
PHENOLOGY and QUALITY given the overlap in their standard error intervals.

3.4 Detection and Initial Transect Use
′
Coefficient estimates for detection probability, 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
, and initial transect use
′

probability, 𝛹𝑖0 , did not differ between PHENOLOGY and QUALITY, so results are
reported only for the former (Fig. 5). All linear model coefficients are reported on
the log-odds scale. We give particular inferential weight to coefficient estimates
with 95% HDIs not including zero (indicating no effect), though we do not limit
ourselves to this threshold in the face of obvious predictive trends. Probability and
log-odds are monotonically perfectly correlated, and as an interpretive rule of
thumb, an increase from 0 to 1 on the log-odds scale corresponds to an increase
in probability from 0.5 to ~ 0.75.
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Table 2. Leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation approximation estimates using Paretosmoothed importance sampling (PSIS). LOO-PSIS estimates are reported with their
standard errors. The Bayesian p-value, calculated as a posterior predictive check of
suitability, is reported for each model. Extreme p-values (0.1 > x > 0.9) indicate poor
predictive performance.

Model

LOO-PSIS

LOO-PSIS SE

Bayesian p-value

PHENOLOGY

387.7

26.5

0.439

QUALITY

423.3

32.7

0.619

GLOBAL

616.5

120.2

0.512

SPATIAL

1187.2

421.4

0.427

Detection probability (panels a through d in Fig. 5) was most influenced
positively by nectar availability (1.13 [0.66, 1.61]) and negatively by wind speed (0.43 [-0.80, -0.088]). Surveys conducted later in the day were characterized by
′
greater 𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
(0.23 [-0.096, 0.56]), while temperature had little effect on detection

(-0.18 [-0.58, 0.23]). Smooth cordgrass and salt grass availability (panels e and f
in Fig. 5) related positively to initial transect use (1.36 [-0.27, 3.87] and 1.22 [-0.39,
3.55], respectively) though variance in both marginal posteriors was high, in part
due to small sample size (n = 25), and HDIs included 0.
3.6 Effects of Transect Quality on State Change Probabilities
We found evidence to support positive relationships between positive state
change and both nectar (0.87 [-0.24, 2.15]) and, to a lesser extent, smooth
cordgrass availability (0.63 [-0.32, 1.85]). Nectar availability also tended to drive
negative state change, though the effect was smaller (-0.43 [-1.14, 0.26]), and in
the opposing direction when compared to positive state change. Smooth cordgrass
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′
𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝛹𝑖′
Figure 5. Linear model coefficient marginal posterior distributions for detection probability
(panels a through d) and initial transect use (panels e and f). Distributions are plotted on
the log-odds scale, with 95% highest density intervals (HDIs) shown in gray, and median
estimates denoted by a dashed line.
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′
𝜀𝑖,𝑘
′
𝛾𝑖,𝑘

Figure 6. Linear model coefficient marginal posterior distributions for negative (panels a
through c) and positive (panels d through f) state change. Distributions are plotted on the
log-odds scale, with 95% highest density intervals (HDIs) shown in gray, and median
estimates denoted by a dashed line.
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Figure 7. Linear model coefficient marginal posterior distributions for negative (-) (top
row) and positive (+) (bottom row) state change. Distributions are plotted on the log-odds
scale, with 95% highest density intervals (HDIs) shown in gray, and median estimates
denoted by a dashed line.
Table 3. Seasonality contrasts computed as the median difference between mean logodds estimates of transition periods (e.g., P1, P2, etc.) for negative and positive state
change at each step of the MCMC. Contrasts are reported with the lower and upper
bounds of the posterior 95% highest density interval (HDI), and the probability, P, that the
estimated state change differs between transition periods in the direction defined by the
expression in the first column.
Negative State Change

Positive State Change

P

Median

HDI (L)

HDI (U)

P

Median

HDI (L)

HDI (U)

P1 – P2

0.96

1.63

-0.60

4.44

0.76

0.56

-1.26

2.63

P1 – P3

1.00

3.43

0.76

7.32

0.29

-0.46

-2.59

1.56

P1 – P4

1.00

2.26

0.61

3.99

0.67

0.43

-1.90

3.07

P2 – P3

0.91

1.69

-1.18

5.55

0.08

-1.04

-3.08

0.66

P2 – P4

0.72

0.59

-1.92

2.89

0.45

-0.12

-2.33

2.17

P3 – P4

0.13

-1.12

-4.64

1.05

0.83

0.87

-1.22

3.64
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demonstrated no effect on negative state change (-0.31 [-1.13, 0.54]), and
neither parameter related to salt grass availability.

3.7 Within-Season State Change Variability
For each state change parameter, reported estimates are offsets from an
intercept that can be interpreted as the average log-odds of state change across
the flight period. The negative state change intercept was estimated as -0.53 [2.73, 1.35], and the positive state change intercept 0.26 [-0.93, 1.60]. Bayesian
contrasts for pair-wise differences between offsets are presented in Table 3.
The log-odds of negative state change was greatest between the first two
primaries (1.32 [-0.56, 4.02]; P ≥ 0.96) and decreased sequentially until the end of
the flight period when it increased between primaries four and five (-0.86 [-3.05,
1.36] compared to -1.97 [-5.61, 0.29] in the previous time step; P = 0.87). Positive
state change was less variable across the season, with median offsets close to
zero for all but the period between primaries three and four (0.84 [-0.67, 2.7]),
which corresponded with the lowest rates of negative state change.

4. Discussion
The salt-marsh skipper was distributed throughout the study region, and was
seasonally abundant in the presence of nectar, which increased each month of the
summer. We found compelling evidence for within-flight-period dynamics based
on our Bayesian test for closure and determined that our model was capable of
producing accurate and precise parameter estimates. Trends in transect use
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across the summer lend evidence in support of the species’ presumed bivoltine
phenology, with adults on wing in late-May, and, to a greater extent, late-August.
Phenology and transect quality hypotheses had greater support in the data than
the spatial or global models. Detection probability was driven primarily by nectar
availability and wind speed, while initial transect use increased with increasing
smooth cordgrass and salt grass availability.
Transect-level quality indicators were generally less influential on state change
dynamics, though there was evidence that nectar availability may have affected
both positive and negative changes in site use. Salt grass availability had a
negligible effect on dynamics, though positive state change events did tend to
occur more frequently on transects with greater smooth cordgrass availability.
Negative state change dynamics showed clear trends across the flight period,
peaking at the beginning and ends of the season immediately following primaries
with large transect use probabilities. Positive state change was more temporally
consistent, though we did find evidence of increase in the middle of the summer,
corresponding to the period of lowest negative state change probability.

4.1 Salt-marsh Skipper Phenology
As broadly indicated by field guides (Glassberg 2017, 1999; Brock and
Kaufman 2003), and corroborated by observed seasonal trends in transect use
(Fig. 4), the salt-marsh skipper seems to be bivoltine in south-eastern Virginia, with
adult detections reaching local maxima around mid to late May and late August.
The increase in relative abundance observed during the late August primary has
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previously been documented for the species in Delaware (Krizek and Opler 2003)
and New York (Glassberg 1999), and coincides locally with the seasonally unique
period of phenological overlap in all three of its preferred nectar sources (i.e., prior
to marsh oxeye senescence, concurrent with peak sea lavender bloom, and at the
start of salt-marsh aster bloom, based on nectar availability surveys). The relative
scarcity of salt-marsh skippers in late May, despite high probabilities of transect
use, is likely attributable to high rates of over-winter mortality, as this initial brood
is composed of individuals having survived diapause.

4.2 Hostplant Considerations
Apart from predation, over-wintering salt-marsh skipper populations, given their
proximity to the water, may also face threats from prolonged marsh inundation due
to storm surge. While the effect of salt grass availability on within-flight-period state
change dynamics was negligible, we did observe evidence of a positive effect on
initial transect use. Salt grass, being less tolerant to oxygen-depleted soils than
smooth cordgrass (Maricle et al. 2006), tends to occupy higher-elevation, and thus
less frequently inundated, zones of the salt marsh (Perry and Atkinson 2009).
Transects with greater salt grass availability, and ostensibly positioned at higher
elevations, may mitigate the effects of storm surge or aberrant tides over the Fall
and Winter months, consequently promoting survival and subsequent adult use at
the beginning of the flight period.
Alternatively, high initial use at transects with greater salt grass availability may
be explained by seasonal shifts in adult hostplant utilization. Brood-specific larval
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food source preference has been documented in polyphagous bivoltine butterflies
(Nylin 1988), and may account for the apparent seasonal differences in salt grass
importance. However, as we observed no increase in salt grass use in August or
September relative to the beginning of the flight period, and all late-season
ovipositing females detected (n = 23) were laying eggs on smooth cordgrass
(Mason et al. unpublished data), we find little evidence in support of an end-ofseason shift toward salt grass use. These results, in combination with the evidence
for a positive relationship between smooth cordgrass availability and positive state
change, call for a reevaluation of the relative importance of salt grass to the life
history of the salt-marsh skipper.

4.3 Conditional Detection Probability
We found that conditional detection probability was driven primarily by nectar
availability. Consistent with its name, the salt-marsh skipper does not fly
continuously using conspicuous wing beats, but “skips” from perch to perch using
only a few rapid aerial movements, limiting its time in the air. When not acquiring
nectar, the species tends to remain perched on marsh grass for periods of time
often exceeding 10 minutes (Mason et al. unpublished data); however, in the
presence of suitable nectar, the butterflies engage in more frequent flights to move
between flowers, increasing visibility. Nectar sources also serve as observation
targets for the observer, while seeking to detect a skipper perched on smooth
cordgrass, for example, offers no such visual contrast. Fleishman et al. (2017)
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found a similar relationship between nectar and detection for several species of
butterfly in the same geographic region.
We observed no obvious effect of temperature on salt-marsh skipper detection
probability, though wind speed was an important predictor. The lack of a
temperature effect may be attributable to a priori sampling restrictions that limited
the number of surveys conducted under cooler conditions (Pollard 1977). Flight is
restricted in butterflies by ambient temperature (Mattila 2015), with many species,
across families, requiring thorax temperatures between 25 and 40° C for take-off
(Nève and Hall 2016). As a result, butterflies tend to fly more frequently, and across
greater distances under warmer conditions (Cormont et al. 2011). The average
survey temperature was 28.9° C (± 0.18), indicating generally suitable
temperatures throughout the field season. Despite generally warm conditions,
convective cooling driven by higher winds may have limited salt-marsh skipper
activity. Survey time, which weakly correlated with temperature (r = 0.14) and wind
speed (r = 0.13) across the field season, was interpreted as a proxy of solar
radiation incidence, and demonstrated evidence of a positive relationship with
detection probability.

4.4 State Change Variability and Spatial Context
Contrary to much of the metapopulation literature (Dover and Settele 2009), we
found that conventionally important spatial patch attributes, area and isolation,
were poor predictors of the variation in within-flight-period dynamics. The median
area and proximity (measured on a scale of increasing connectivity from 0 to 100)
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of our 24 focal marshes was 6.01 (± 16.75) ha and 97.89 (± 0.14) indicating
generally large, and invariably well-connected habitat patches. Given this spatial
configuration, we hypothesize that marshes were neither small enough, nor
dispersed enough to apply sufficient pressure on salt-marsh skipper dynamics.

4.5 State Change Variability and Transect Quality
Though historically explained using a predominately spatial mechanism
(Hanski 1994), recent work has shown patch quality to be at least as (Matter et al.
2009), if not more important (Krämer et al. 2012) than landscape context in
explaining rates of immigration and emigration. In butterflies, patch quality is
typically quantified as some metric of larval and adult food source availability,
consistent with our QUALITY model. Though the effects are not as apparent for
negative state change probability, we did find evidence that patch quality does
increase the frequency of positive state change events, consistent with reported
relationships between patch quality and immigration (Baguette et al. 2011;
Legrand et al. 2015).
Movement into and out of the region of inference defined by our transects,
however, is an insufficient explanation for the variability observed in our dynamic
parameters given the complex life cycle of the salt-marsh skipper. Positive and
negative state change probabilities are confounded parameters, combinations of
dispersal and population-level developmental transition into and out of the adult
stage. This conflation is most apparent at the end of the flight period in September,
as the regional population is likely transitioning to the egg stage in preparation for
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winter diapause. Rates of negative state change increased as positive state
change probability decreased despite growth in the nectar community.

Conclusion
The salt-marsh skipper, a coastal habitat specialist, demonstrated seasonally
variable rates of state change explained jointly by nectar availability and latent
phenology. We found evidence of two, asymmetric broods across the flight period,
and trends in smooth cordgrass use that indicate the species may not be uniquely
reliant on salt grass as a hostplant. Given the monthly variation in within-season
state change probability, we advocate for the broader use of dynamic state-space
models when surveying multivoltine butterflies, especially when the phenology of
the species it not well-defined. Shifts in the surveying window by a few weeks could
result in biased parameter estimates and inaccurate population dynamics
inference.
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Appendix
A1. General Dynamic Use Model
We present a generalized equation (Fig. A1.1) of the dynamic site use model
visualized (Fig. 3) and described (section 2.5) in the body of the text. This equation
takes the form of the Bayes theorem proportionality Pr(𝜃 | 𝑦) ∝ Pr(𝑦 | 𝜃) × Pr (𝜃),
where 𝜃 represents the model parameters, and 𝑦 represents the data. The term
on the left of the proportionality symbol is called the posterior and provides
information on the probability of the model parameters given the data collected.
The first term on the right of the proportionality symbol is called the likelihood (i.e.,
the probability of the data given the model parameters), and the second term is
called the prior, the information already known (if any) about the model
parameters.
In Figure A1.1, the full conditional likelihood for all data points is given by the
product of the terms in lines one through five. The initial use, detection, and
negative and positive state change probabilities are not random variables but are
defined deterministically according to the linear models stated below the equation.
Linear model parameters are, however, normally distributed random variables with
mean 𝜇 and variance 𝜎 2 , which are subsequently given weakly-informative priors
defined in the final four lines of the equation.
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Figure A1.1. The generalized dynamic use model equation corresponding to the directed
acyclic graph (Fig 3.) presented in the body of the text.
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A2. JAGS Code for the General Dynamic Use Model
## Likelihood ##
### First Primary ###
for(i in 1:sites){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, 1] ~ dbern(Z[i, 1]*p[i, j, 1])
logit(p[i, j, 1]) <- B0.p + inprod(B.p, X.p[i, , j, 1])
}
Z[i, 1] ~ dbern(Psi0[i])
logit(Psi0[i]) <- B0.Psi0 + inprod(B.Psi0, X.Psi0[i, ])
}
### All Subsequent Primaries ###
for(k in 2:primes){
for(i in 1:sites){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, k] ~ dbern(Z[i, k]*p[i, j, k])
logit(p[i, j, k]) <- B0.p + inprod(B.p, X.p[i, , j, k])
}
Z[i, k] ~ dbern((Z[i, k-1]*(1-Eps[i, k-1]))+((1-Z[i, k-1])*
Gam[i, k-1]))
logit(Eps[i, k-1]) <- B0.Eps + inprod(B.Eps, X.Eps[i, , k])
logit(Gam[i, k-1]) <- B0.Gam + inprod(B.Gam, X.Gam[i, , k])
}
}
## Priors ##
### Detection Probability ###
B0.p ~ dnorm(mu.p, sigma.p)
for(b in 1:nbeta.p){
B.p[b] ~ dnorm(mu.p, sigma.p)
}
mu.p ~ dnorm(0, 2.25^-2)
sigma.p ~ dunif(0, 4.5)
### Initial Site Use Probability ###
B0.Psi0 ~ dnorm(mu.Psi0, sigma.Psi0)
for(b in 1:nbeta.Psi0){
B.Psi0[b] ~ dnorm(mu.Psi0, sigma.Psi0)
}
mu.Psi0 ~ dnorm(0, 2.25^-2)
sigma.Psi0 ~ dunif(0, 4.5)
### Negative State Change Probability ###
B0.Eps ~ dnorm(mu.Eps, sigma.Eps)
for(b in 1:nbeta.Eps){
B.Eps[b] ~ dnorm(mu.Eps, sigma.Eps)
}
mu.Eps ~ dnorm(0, 2.25^-2)
sigma.Eps ~ dunif(0, 4.5)
### Positive State Change Probability ###
B0.Gam ~ dnorm(mu.Gam, sigma.Gam)
for(b in 1:nbeta.Gam){
B.Gam[b] ~ dnorm(mu.Gam, sigma.Gam)
}
mu.Gam ~ dnorm(0, 2.25^-2)
sigma.Gam ~ dunif(0, 4.5)
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A3. Model Performance using Simulated Datasets
Based on the recommendation of Hobbs and Hooten (2015), we simulated
datasets using known values representative of the parameter support domain, and
assessed the ability of a constant parameter formulation of our dynamic use model
(Figure A3.1) to return accurate estimates. We held initial site use, and negative
and positive state change probabilities constant at 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75, while
incrementing detection probability from 0 to 1 by steps of 0.1, resulting in 33
parameter combinations (Table A3.1). Each parameter combination was
subsequently used to simulate 500 random datasets based on a sampling design
structured by 25 sites, three secondaries and five primaries.
We specified uninformative beta priors (𝛼 = 𝛽 = 1) for all probability
parameters, and took 100,000 samples, thinned by 10, from the posterior
distributions of three randomly initialized MCMC chains after a 10,000 step burnin. We confirmed convergence using Gelman-Rubin statistics, and combined
chains for a total of 30,000 posterior samples. The median estimate and marginal
posterior distribution variance were recorded for the 500 datasets associated with
each parameter combination, and the medians of those distributions were
subsequently plotted against detection probability (Figure A3.2, Figure A3.3,
Figure A3.4).
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Figure A3.1. Directed acyclic graph (DAG) showing conditionality of the constant
parameter dynamic site use model specified to assess model performance. As in the nonconstant formulation, observations 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 are conditioned on the latent use state 𝑍𝑖,𝑘 and
the detection probability𝑝′ , which is constant across all sampling dimensions. During the
first primary, 𝑍𝑖,1 is conditioned on the initial site use probability 𝛹 0′ . For all subsequent
primaries, the latent state is conditioned on its value in the previous primary 𝑍𝑖,𝑘−1 , and
the probabilities of state change between primaries k-1 and k, given by 𝛾 ′ and 𝜀 ′ .
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Table A3.1. Factorial design scheme for random datasets generated to assess constant
parameter dynamic use model performance.

𝒑′
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

𝜳𝟎′ , 𝜸′ , 𝜺′

Random Datasets

0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
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Figure A3.2. Model performance across the support domain of detection when
probabilities of initial transect use and positive and negative state change are low (0.25,
as indicated by the dashed line). Detection probability is plotted against median parameter
estimates (upper) and median posterior variance (lower).
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Figure A3.3. Model performance across the support domain of detection when
probabilities of initial transect use and positive and negative state change are moderate
(0.50, as indicated by the dashed line). Detection probability is plotted against median
parameter estimates (upper) and median posterior variance (lower).
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Figure A3.4. Model performance across the support domain of detection when
probabilities of initial transect use and positive and negative state change are high (0.75,
as indicated by the dashed line). Detection probability is plotted against median parameter
estimates (upper) and median posterior variance (lower).
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A4. Data Simulation and JAGS Model R Code
# DATA SIMULATION
## Surveying structure:
### 5 primary sampling occassions
### 3 secondary sampling occassions
### 25 transects
### 375 datapoints
primes <- 5
seconds <- 3
sites <- 25
## Parameters
Psi0 <- seq(0.25, 0.75, 0.25)
p <- seq(0, 1, 0.1)
Gam <- seq(0.25, 0.75, 0.25)
Eps <- seq(0.25, 0.75, 0.25)
## Simulation
iters <- 500
Y <- array(data = NA, dim = c(sites, seconds, primes, iters, 3, 11))
for(n in 1:11){
for(m in 1:3){
for(l in 1:iters){
Z <- matrix(data = NA, nrow = sites, ncol = primes)
Z[, 1] <- rbinom(sites, 1, Psi0[m])
for(k in 2:primes){
Z[, k] <- rbinom(sites, 1, prob = ((1-Z[, k-1])*Gam[m])+Z[, k1]*(1-Eps[m]))
}
for(j in 1:seconds){
for(k in 1:primes){
Y[, j, k, l, m, n] <- rbinom(sites, 1, Z[, k]*p[n])
}
}
}
}
}
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# JAGS MODEL
## Likelihood ##
### First Primary ###
for(i in 1:sites){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, 1] ~ dbern(Z[i, 1]*p)
}
Z[i, 1] ~ dbern(Psi0)
}
### All Subsequent Primaries ###
for(i in 1:sites){
for(k in 2:primes){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, k] ~ dbern(Z[i, k]*p)
}
Z[i, k] ~ dbern(Z[i, k-1]*(1-Eps)+(1-Z[i, k-1])*Gam)
}
}
## Priors ##
p ~ dbeta(1, 1)
Psi0 ~ dbeta(1, 1)
Gam ~ dbeta(1, 1)
Eps ~ dbeta(1, 1)
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A5. Bayesian Test for Closure Validation
To assess the reliability of the Bayesian indicator-variable-based test for
closure, we simulated random datasets, holding initial site use probability constant
at 0.5, and varying detection and dynamic probabilities from 0 to 1.0, incremented
by 0.2. We produced 36 parameter combinations based on a fully factorial design,
and generated 100 random datasets, with dimensionality structured by 25
transects, three secondaries, and five primaries, for each combination. Datasets
produced when 𝑝′ = 0 were dropped from further analysis as they included only
zero data.
We specified uninformative beta priors (𝛼 = 𝛽 = 1) for detection and initial
transect use probability, and beta mixture priors (as described in the body of the
text) for negative and positive state change probability. We took 200,000 samples,
thinned by 100, from the posterior distributions of three randomly initialized MCMC
chains after a 100,000 step burn-in. We confirmed convergence using GelmanRubin statistics, and combined chains for a total of 3,000 posterior samples.
Median 𝜋 estimates were recorded for each dataset, and the proportion of
estimates greater than 0.5 (indicating a population open to state change between
primaries) is reported for each parameter combination in Table A5.1.
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Table A5.1. Proportion of median posterior 𝜋 estimates greater than 0.5, indicating
selection for non-zero dynamics probabilities (transects open to state change between
primaries). The first two rows of the table represent datasets generated assuming no
dynamics, and are thus truly closed. All subsequent rows represent sequentially
increasing dynamics probabilities. This method performs well in detecting truly closed
systems, even at low detection probabilities. When dynamics are non-zero, test reliability
increases as parameter values approach 1.

𝒑′ = 𝟎. 𝟐

𝒑′ = 𝟎. 𝟒

𝒑′ = 𝟎. 𝟔

𝒑′ = 𝟎. 𝟖

𝒑′ = 𝟏. 𝟎

0.02

0

0

0

0

𝜺 = 𝟎. 𝟎
𝜸′ = 𝟎. 𝟐
𝜺′ = 𝟎. 𝟐
𝜸′ = 𝟎. 𝟒
𝜺′ = 𝟎. 𝟒
𝜸′ = 𝟎. 𝟔
𝜺′ = 𝟎. 𝟔
𝜸′ = 𝟎. 𝟖

0.07
0.66
0.4
0.93
0.67
0.97
0.73
1

0
0.9
0.9
1
0.97
1
1
1

0
0.98
0.98
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

𝜺′ = 𝟎. 𝟖
𝜸′ = 𝟏. 𝟎
𝜺′ = 𝟏. 𝟎

0.95
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

𝜸′ = 𝟎. 𝟎
′
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A6. Bayesian Test for Closure JAGS Model Code
## Likelihood ##
### First Primary ###
for(i in 1:sites){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, 1] ~ dbern(Z[i, 1]*p)
}
Z[i, 1] ~ dbern(Psi0)
}
### All Subsequent Primaries ###
for(i in 1:sites){
for(k in 2:primes){
for(j in 1:seconds){
Y[i, j, k] ~ dbern(Z[i, k]*p)
}
Z[i, k] ~ dbern(Z[i, k-1]*(1-Eps)+(1-Z[i, k-1])*Gam)
}
}
## Priors ##
p ~ dbeta(1, 1)
Psi0 ~ dbeta(1, 1)
Gam ~ dbeta(1, B.Gam)
Eps ~ dbeta(1, B.Eps)
B.Gam <- I.Gam*1 + (1-I.Gam)*100
B.Eps <- I.Eps*1 + (1-I.Eps)*100
I.Gam ~ dbern(pi.Gam)
I.Eps ~ dbern(pi.Eps)
pi.Gam ~ dbeta(0.5, 0.5)
pi.Eps ~ dbeta(0.5, 0.5)
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A7. Supplementary Survey Results

Figure A7.1. The average number of salt-marsh skippers detected per survey across
the five primaries. Averages are plotted with standard error bars.
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Figure A7.2. The number of salt-marsh skippers detected at each transect summed
across primaries and secondaries.
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